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ABSTRACT

We propose a novel formulation for determining the absolute pose of a single or multi-camera system given a known vertical direction. The vertical direction may be easily obtained by detecting the vertical vanishing points with computer vision techniques, or with the aid of IMU sensor measurements from a smartphone. Our solver is general and able to compute absolute camera pose from two 2D-3D correspondences for single or multi-camera systems. We run several synthetic experiments that demonstrate our algorithm’s improved robustness to image and IMU noise compared to the current state of the art. Additionally, we run an image localization experiment that demonstrates the accuracy of our algorithm in real-world scenarios. Finally, we show that our algorithm provides increased performance for real-time model-based tracking compared to solvers that do not utilize the vertical direction and show our algorithm in use with an augmented reality application running on a Google Tango tablet.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Determining a camera’s position and orientation is a key requirement in augmented reality applications, a crucial step in simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithms, and overall a major area of focus in computer vision [7, 18, 19]. Absolute pose methods utilize 2D-3D correspondences between image pixels and 3D points in a known scene to determine the full 6-degree-of-freedom (d.o.f.) camera pose. These methods are often more efficient than relative pose methods and have been demonstrated to improve accuracy and reduce camera pose jitter in SLAM [3].

The estimation of a camera’s pose can benefit from motion priors provided by inertial sensors. Knowledge of the camera orientation, for instance, can reduce the number of unknown d.o.f. and thus reduce the number of unknown camera pose parameters that must be estimated. This results in more efficient camera pose computation with improved accuracy. For applications on mobile devices with hardware constraints, developing camera pose estimation algorithms that utilize motion priors from inertial sensors is of great theoretical and practical relevance [9, 10].

We present an efficient method to estimate the absolute pose of a single or multi-camera system by utilizing partial knowledge of the camera orientation. Given the angle-axis representation of $SO(3)$ rotations, we assume knowledge of the rotation axis and solve for the unknown rotation angle about that axis. This removes two d.o.f. from the rotation and we are left to solve for the single remaining d.o.f. in the rotation and the unknown position. In applications of our methods, in which we make use of gravity sensors, the remaining degree of freedom in the rotation corresponds to a rotation angle about the vertical direction (c.f. Figure 1). Our formulation reduces to solving a quadratic equation to determine the remaining unknown camera pose parameters and utilizes the same formulation for single and multi-camera systems.

Our method allows for any type of partial rotation to be used. A partial rotation in the form of a rotation axis can be accurately determined through a variety of methods [2, 5, 8, 12, 13]. In this paper, we assume that the vertical direction is known, and use this as our axis of rotation after aligning it to the “up” direction (e.g., $[0, 1, 0]^\top$). We use the terms “gravity direction” and “vertical direction” interchangeably since these directional vectors are parallel. The vertical direction may be conveniently obtained on most smartphone devices from the the inertial sensors and many smartphones even provide an API to directly obtain the gravity direction relative to the camera. The gravity vector may then be used to align the vertical direction to $[0, 1, 0]^\top$ (c.f. Figure 2). Alternatively, computer vision techniques may be used to detect vertical vanishing points [16] for determining the vertical direction. The fact that high quality motion priors may be conveniently retrieved from mobile devices places an importance on camera pose algorithms that utilize such sensor measurements, especially in the areas of computer vision, SLAM, and robotics.

In this paper we propose a novel 2-point algorithm for determining the absolute pose of a single or multi-camera system given prior knowledge of the camera orientation. While the single-camera case has been solved previously [8], our formulation presents a new formulation that generalizes to multi-camera systems with the exact same expression. Solving for the camera pose of a multi-camera system given partial knowledge of the rotation has not been previously solved. Our formulations are simple and produce constraints that can be solved with a simple quadratic equation for the single or multi-camera case.

After discussing related work, we will describe the solution
method in detail. Then, we provide a thorough analysis of the performance of our algorithms compared to the current state of the art. We perform synthetic experiments to measure the robustness of our algorithms to image noise and noise in the vertical direction. We then perform two experiments with real data. The first, a localization experiment, measures the accuracy of our method with single and multi-camera setups. Second, we measure the camera position error when using our algorithm for model-based tracking on a SLAM dataset with ground truth camera positions. Finally, we demonstrate the applicability of our algorithm with an augmented reality application running on a Google Tango tablet. Our methods are available online as open source C++ software.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work builds on previous work in computer vision where inertial sensor measurements are used to enhance camera pose estimation [6, 15]. Interest in these methods has increased as the number of devices equipped with inertial sensors has increased. The limited computational power of devices such as smartphones and micro aerial vehicles places an increased importance on using as much sensory information as is available to limit the computational resources needed for visual tracking. Using knowledge of the vertical direction to compute the relative pose of two cameras from 2D-2D correspondences has been solved for single and multi-camera systems [2, 12, 22].

Computing the absolute pose of a camera determines the camera orientation and position relative to a known scene given image points and their corresponding 3D points. The Perspective 3-Point (P3P) algorithm is the method of choice, and Kneip et al. [7] propose a highly accurate and stable method that is an order of magnitude faster than previous methods. For multi-camera systems, Nistér and Stewénius [19] proposed a 3-point algorithm for absolute pose. When a rotation axis between camera and world coordinate system is known, two d.o.f. are removed and the minimum number of correspondences required reduces from three to two. Kukelova et al. [8] derive a 2-point algorithm for perspective cameras with a known gravity vector that is able to solve for absolute camera pose from by solving a quadratic equation and a small linear system. Our 2-point algorithm has a more general formulation that is suitable for both single and multi-camera systems, is more accurate in the presence of noise, and is much more efficient, as demonstrated in our experiments.

A compact representation for multi-camera systems was first introduced by Grossberg and Nayar [4] as the “generalized camera model.” The generalized camera model has since become the standard camera model for multi-camera and panoramic-camera setups.

1Each algorithm has been incorporated as part of the Theia library for multiview geometry[21]. Documentation and source code can be found at http://www.theia-sfm.org

Figure 2: The gravity vector (green) may be obtained from sensor measurements on common smartphone devices. By aligning the gravity vector to the known gravity direction \((0, -1, 0)^T\), we remove 2 d.o.f. from the unknown rotation to create a simplified absolute pose method.

We will first solve for the unknown depths \(\lambda_1\) and \(\lambda_2\). The transformation of the 3D points from camera coordinate system to world

\[
\lambda_1 p_1 + q_1 = R(\alpha, \nu) p_1^W + t \quad i = 1, 2.
\]
coordinate system can then be solved to determine \( \alpha \) and \( t \).

To solve for the unknown depths, we utilize two constraints based on the relationship between the two 3D points. The first constraint is given by the requirement that the distance between the two points must be the same in both camera and world coordinate systems:

\[
||P^W_1 - P^W_2|| = ||(\lambda_1 p_1 + q_1) - (\lambda_2 p_2 + q_2)||. \tag{2}
\]

Given that the rotation is only around the axis \( v \), the second constraint arises by noting that vector between the two points will be the same in each coordinate system when projected on to the axis \( v \):

\[
(P^W_1 - P^W_2) \cdot v = [(\lambda_1 p_1 + q_1) - (\lambda_2 p_2 + q_2)] \cdot v. \tag{3}
\]

This constraint is illustrated in Figure 3 and can be simplified so that \( \lambda_1 \) is expressed in terms of \( \lambda_2 \) in the form:

\[
\lambda_1 = m + \lambda_2 n, \tag{4}
\]

where,

\[
m = \frac{[(P^W_1 - q_1) - (P^W_2 - q_2)] \cdot v}{p_1 \cdot v},
\]

\[
n = \frac{p_2 \cdot v}{p_1 \cdot v}.
\]

Eq. (4) can then be substituted into Eq. (2), leading to an easily solvable quadratic in \( \lambda_2 \). For the special case of perspective cameras \( q_1 = q_2 \) and \( m \) is simply:

\[
m = \frac{(P^W_1 - P^W_2) \cdot v}{p_1 \cdot v}.
\]

Once the depths are known we simply need to align the 3D points from the camera coordinate system to the points in the world coordinate system. Let us denote the 3D points in the camera coordinate system by

\[
P^C_i = \lambda_i p_i + q_i, \quad i = 1, 2. \tag{5}
\]

We compute the rotation angle \( \alpha \) such that

\[
R(\alpha, v)(P^C_1 - P^C_2) = (P^W_1 - P^W_2), \tag{6}
\]

where, given a vector \( x \) the unit-norm vector is denoted as \( x \). To solve for \( \alpha \), we project the vector between the two points on to the plane that is normal to the axis (c.f. Figure 4). The angle between the two projected vectors is the angle \( \alpha \) which corresponds to the rotation angle about the axis \( v \). After applying the rotation to the points \( P^C_1 \), the translation \( t \) is simply:

\[
t = P^C_1 - R(\alpha, v)P^C_1 = P^W_1 - R(\alpha, v)P^W_1 \tag{7}
\]

It should be noted, however, that our algorithm is degenerate when the two 3D points project to the same location on the vertical axis. That is, when the line \( P^W_1 \rightarrow P^W_2 \) is orthogonal to the vertical axis. In this scenario, it is clear to see that Eq. 3 deduces to an amiguous \( 0 = 0 \) constraint. This is an extremely rare case when using real data and we did not find this degeneracy to affect performance in our experiments.

## 4 Experiments

We conducted several experiments using synthetic and real data to measure the performance of our algorithm. First, we measure the robustness to image and IMU noise on synthetic experiments. Then we perform a localization experiment to showcase the accuracy of our method on real test data for single and multi-camera systems. Next, we use our algorithm for model-based tracking in a SLAM sequence where ground truth camera poses were captured. Our method provides stable, efficient tracking throughout the sequence. Finally, we demonstrate the applicability of our method with an augmented reality application running on Google Tango.

4.1 Robustness to image noise

We performed synthetic experiments to evaluate the performance of our algorithms as image noise increases. The synthetic data consists of 1,000 3D points that are randomly distributed uniformly in a cube. The camera position is fixed at \((0, 0, 6)\) looking toward the origin with 3D points distributed uniformly in a \(4 \times 4 \times 4\) cube centered around the origin. All experiments were performed on a MacBook Pro with a 2GHz processor and 8GB of RAM. We compare our algorithms to the state of the art solution of Kukelova et al. [8]. Note that we only include the results of experiments with a single camera, as we found the multi-camera method to have exactly the same performance since it is derived from the same formulation.

To measure the accuracy and robustness of our methods, we performed an experiment on synthetic data with Gaussian pixel noise ranging from 0 to 5 pixels. We performed 1,000 trials at increasing levels of pixel noise and measured the camera rotation and translation errors. The results are shown in Figure 5. Our algorithm performs slightly better than [8]. This is because utilizing the axis of rotation has been proven to be slightly more robust to noise [2].
4.2 Robustness to rotation axis noise

In order for our method to be of practical use, it must be robust to noise in the vertical direction (i.e., the axis of rotation). To measure the robustness to the vertical direction, we simulate an IMU and add increasing amounts of noise within the range of expected operating noise of sensors found on common devices today (less than 0.5 degrees [8]). We perform 1000 trials at each level of IMU noise and 0.5 pixels of image noise for all trials. We use the same camera and point configuration as the image noise experiment. Similar to the image noise experiments, our algorithms are slightly more robust to IMU noise than [8]. This indicates that our algorithms are well-suited for mobile devices and other common cameras that are equipped with IMU sensors that can expect to have less than 1 degree of IMU noise.

4.3 Computational complexity

Our algorithm is extremely efficient and only requires solving a single quadratic equation. The algorithm of Kukelova et al. [8] also solves a quadratic equation; however, their method also requires solving a 4x4 linear system and as a result is much slower. We ran $10^3$ trials with the described configuration for each algorithm using C++ versions of all algorithms for optimal run-time efficiency over all trials. The algorithm of [8] executed with a mean time of 6 µs while our algorithm ran in just 5 ns – a speedup of over 3 orders of magnitude. While both methods are fast, this speedup is significant in the context of mobile devices where hardware resources are more constrained. Further, the extreme efficiency speaks to the overall simplicity of our algorithm.

4.4 SfM Localization with an Apple iPhone 4

We demonstrate that our algorithms are suitable for current mobile devices by conducting experiments with real image and sensory data from the Metaio Outdoor Dataset\(^2\) [11]. This dataset consists of images and corresponding sensor measurements from an iPhone 4 with 6 degree of freedom ground truth poses. We obtain the gravity vector with measurements taken directly from the iPhone 4, and align that vector to $[0, -1, 0]^\top$. After aligning each image such that the gravity direction corresponds to $[0, -1, 0]^\top$, we use this vector as the axis of known rotation for our algorithms. We created an SfM reconstruction from the dataset, excluding 100 images that serve as our query images. We localize the remaining 100 images using approximate nearest neighbor correspondences from SIFT descriptors to establish 2D-3D correspondences. To test a multi-camera system with our method, we chose 100 unique pairs of images from the query image set and treated them as a rigid multi-camera rig. To establish correspondences for the multi-camera case we used SIFT matches from both images. All localization was performed in a standard RANSAC [1] scheme.

We were able to verify each of our algorithms against the ground truth poses provided in the dataset. As shown in Table 1, our algorithm outperforms the current state-of-the-art method of Kukelova [8] in terms of accuracy and efficiency. Our algorithm has a 20-45% increase in accuracy and a speedup of more than $2 \times$ compared to [8]. This indicates that our algorithm is an excellent candidate for use on mobile devices. We include results for P3P [7] simply as a baseline though, as expected, it does not perform as well as the methods that utilize additional information from the gravity sensor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Pos. Error (cm)</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>RANSAC It.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (multi-cam)</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kukelova [8]</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3P [7]</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Model-Based Tracking

To demonstrate the viability of our algorithm for using in augmented reality, we used our algorithm for “direct” model-based tracking. We call this method “direct” because we localize each frame to a reference 3D model in real-time. We captured a video sequence with a Google Tango Tablet while recording the ground truth camera positions with a highly accurate Vicon tracker\(^3\). We chose to only demonstrate our algorithm on a single-camera system since the multi-camera method was shown to have equivalent or better performance on synthetic and real data (c.f. Section 4.1 - 4.4). For each video frame, we extract the features and match them with 3D points in a previously constructed structure-from-motion model. We use FLANN [17] for fast approximate nearest neighbor searches. We use sensor measurements directly from the Tango device to align the gravity direction of each frame to $[0, -1, 0]^\top$. The 2D-3D matches are used in a RANSAC loop to estimate the absolute pose of each video frame with respect to the 3D model.

The direct model-based tracking requires 26 milliseconds per frame (or roughly 35-40 frames per second) on average for pose estimation (i.e., timing does not include feature extraction) when run on a 2011 Macbook Pro with a 2GHz processor. Typically the approximate nearest neighbor search is too slow for real-time methods; however, we are able to achieve real-time performance by sacrificing accuracy for speed in the nearest neighbor search. Lower accuracy in the matching will result in a lower ratio of inliers in the matches which will require more RANSAC iterations to compute a good pose. Given the exceptional speed of our method (3 orders of magnitude faster than [8]), this is an acceptable trade-off.

---

\(^2\)http://www.metaio.com/research

\(^3\)The reported position accuracy of the Vicon tracker is sub-millimeter.
Figure 7: Position errors from direct model-based tracking with SLAM. We used a Vicon tracking system to obtain ground truth positions for each video frame, and plot the position errors in the x, y, and z-dimensions. Our method is more accurate than the current state-of-the-art method of [8] and P3P [7]. Our method has significantly less jitter than other methods, making it a feasible option for use in SLAM.

We compare the accuracy of using our algorithm for direct model-based tracking to using the state-of-the-art algorithm of [8] (which also utilizes a gravity vector) as well as the standard P3P algorithm [7]. We use the same 2D-3D matches for each algorithm to ensure a fair comparison. We plot the errors in the x, y, and z axes in Figure 7. Our algorithm is clearly more accurate than either alternative algorithm. Further, our algorithm is noticeably more stable and has less jitter in the pose error. Finally, the alternative algorithms are too slow to be able to localize every video frame in real-time.

The performance of our algorithm for localizing every frame in a video sequence in real-time indicates makes it a viable option for model-based tracking. With a more intelligent matching and tracking scheme (e.g., the method presented in [14]) it is likely that our method could be used to provide localization for every frame in real-time for model-based tracking on a mobile device. In the following section, we further show the feasibility of our algorithm with an augmented reality application.

4.6 Augmented Reality on Google Tango

Utilizing the vertical or gravity direction for augmented reality applications can improve motion tracking and efficiency [10]. In many cases it is especially convenient since mobile devices often provide an API to directly obtain the direction of gravity. Further, computer vision techniques can easily detect the vertical or gravity direction or use the normal of the detected ground plane as the vertical direction.

We have created an augmented reality application with a Google Tango tablet that uses our new absolute pose method to localize to a reference 3D point cloud. Our algorithm is used to perform an initial localization with respect to a known 3D point cloud. After localization, we utilize Tango’s pose tracking API for frame-to-frame tracking and perform localization in a background thread if tracking is lost. This allows the user to freely move the tablet at all times, enabling a seamless user experience while the feature extraction and nearest neighbor search are being performed in the background.

For our augmented reality application, we have created a navigation tool that helps users explore areas that have been identified as “points of interest” in a pre-built reference 3D model. An example screenshot of our application and a semi-dense rendering of an example reference 3D model are shown in Figure 8. For our experiments, we used a 1st generation Google Tango Tablet development kit.
development kit which has a quad-core NVIDIA Tegra K1 processor and 4 GB RAM. In our localization experiments we only used Tango’s color camera for pose estimation and the monochrome fisheye camera for frame-to-frame tracking. We do not currently make use of the depth sensor. We tested our application on a sparse point cloud of 2,927 points using the mean SIFT descriptors for each 3D point. Our application runs in real time with an average frame rate of 41.8 frames per second with little to no jitter. For localization in the background thread, we extract SIFT features (keeping the top 500 keypoints with the strongest response) and perform a KD-tree based nearest neighbor search into the 3D point cloud using the FLANN library [17]. The absolute pose is then estimated with a RANSAC scheme using our novel method. The approximate nearest neighbor search and pose estimation takes just over 1 second on average on an unoptimized implementation. A video demonstration of our application is included in the supplemental material. We plan to investigate using binary features (cf. [14]) to enable faster localization in future work.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new algorithm for using knowledge of the vertical direction (or alternatively, the gravity direction) to compute the absolute pose of a camera. Our method is general and works for single or multi-camera systems. Algorithms that utilize inertial sensors that are increasingly important as these sensors become more common on imaging devices. Utilizing motion priors reduces the number of unknown degrees of freedom to solve for and reduces computational complexity. This is important for augmented reality applications where computational resources are often limited.

Our algorithm utilizes an angle-axis formulation which has been proven previously to be very robust to noise [22]. Indeed, our algorithm has slightly better robustness to image and IMU noise compared to the current state-of-the-art. We also show that our algorithm gives better accuracy in a localization experiment with an iPhone 4. Perhaps most importantly, our algorithm only involves solving a quadratic equation and is 3 orders of magnitude faster than the current state-of-the-art. We show that this increased efficiency allows our algorithm to be used for localizing frames in a video sequence directly from a reference 3D model in real time. Finally, we created an augmented reality application using a Google Tango tablet to show the real-world feasibility of our algorithm. We are eager to use our new method on other devices, and have already begun development of our algorithm for a Google Glass device.
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